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model prediction can be used as a feed~fo:rwa:rd in the control of 
the magnetic of platform. 

eQl11atiol1lS are used for the analysis, which 
deriving a model 

"PT'~r·~tinO" aU bodies and of aU interacting 

verified with measurements. The experimental 
setup consists of a an aluminium platform which 
is connected to the world via 6 force-torque sensor 
which is used to model. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

oh,.xw'Pf',cirwi machines consist of 

stages which are often a cascaded of lOfIQ-:srf()KC 

with low and short-stroke actuators for 

In order to de~~rease pnJdtlctllon 

and time there 

of such machines. Several 

tackle this ...... " .... ,"""" 

Faster machines could be built which would need more 

actuators and, therefore, lead to increased 

mechanical and themlal In bulkier 

2) The batch size of the could 

increased which would lead to actuators with a 

3) Parallel pn)Ce~SSiillQ could be used. In this case another 

be pel·tOlmt~d while This way is 

to without the need for 

increased machine size. 

The 

chines, but 

Parallel pn)Ct~ss:mg 

result in heavier ma-

used for e.g. lm;pe:ctlon or 

Increased and ,.1" ... ",,,,;,,<, 

rerllOVUllg all cables which connect it 

fixed world. Therefore, three diiTerent contactless techniqm~s 

should realised in this 

1) Contactless 

a n"r~I.=~~ Iow-

The energy, which necessary to operate the m2lnI1::mJatc)r, 

the contactless inductive '-'V'UlJj.HIl~. 

m::milDulat{)r is controlled from the 

II. OF THE MANIPULATOR 

The actuator consists an array of coils, 

above which an ironless with permanent magnets is 

HvatLt1~. The on top of the an H-dlive 

with two ironless linear actuators attached to a beam. In the 

centre the a rotary motor is with 

attached to it. The of this arm can be positllollied " ... ,,,nTh,,,,·,,, 

in the x-y between the two horizontal linear 

IvV,UIL'Hljtll~ the translation of the linear actuators and the rotary 

movement of the arm. 

The linear actuators are brushless ironless actuators. 

Therefore, have no The rotary drive is a 

slotless motor, and therefore, also has The actuator 

are listed Table L The of each linear 

actuator is measured with incremental encoders which have 

1 /-Lm resolution. The of the rotary motor measured 

Fig. 1. Contactless planar actuator with manipulator 



TABLE I 

ACTUATOR PROPERTIES 

Coordinate systems in manipulator 

with a resolution. The beam which connects the 

linear actuators is stiff in order to consider 

movements of the beam in directions other than 

the movement direction of the linear actuators considered 

MODEL DERIVATION USING LAGRANGE'S EQUATIONS 

The derivation of the model is done 

eq(latilons [4], [5], [6]. These eliminate 

intenlctiing forces between different 

external and constraint forces of interest 

have to be taken into account. 

A. Coordinate systems 

The consists of three separate bodies. The 

magnet tracks and the first 

with mass, The 

a mass, The rotor of the rotary motor tn.fTPtlht>r 

arm form the with mass, Each 

coordinate system attached to it (see 2), which is used 

and orientation vvith respect to the 

orthogonal unit vectors: 

=[ for i 0, ... ,3. 

is fixed to the world and can, therefore, not move, 

in the centre of the is located 

in the centre of the 

rotary arm. 

B. Position and orientation the bodies 

of each 

to the fixed world is written as: 

the 

with respect 

The orientation of each is described means of 

The orientation of a is the result of 

sutJsequent rotations Oi, and rPi about, the local 

and aXIs. the use of rotation matrices, the 

transformation from one coordinate system to another can now 

be made: 

(3) 

Rotation matrices and their r"'''r' .... ''' .. t,,'''~ are discussed in more 

detail in A. 

C. Generalised coordinates 

a has 6 of freedom (DOF) if it 

is to any constraints. In presence of constraints, 

each constraint removes one of freedom. The minimum 

of coordinates to describe the and orien-

tation of each 

column. The 

coordinates, 

has 

to cOIlloJ.ete freedom with respect to the fixed 

world. Furthermore, the HUUU~UI<H'LJl adds 1 DOF due to the 

translation of the beam and 1 DOF due to the rotational 

movement of the rotary motor. beam is considered 

and roller on each side do not allow other movements 

of the beam than the one in Therefore, 

1 DOF is added of gell1eralli~ed 

coordinates for the m;:miou.!atl::)1 

[Xl Yl 

where YLM and denote, the movement of 

the beam and rotation of the arm. Now the vectors, 

can written in terms ofq. 

D. Kinetic and nntelltull energy 

The next step in the La,gralngian am)ro:lch 

total energy available in the 

of the system is the sum of the 

kinetic energy of each 

translational and rotational 

1 3 

2 
(5) 

denotes the mass of i, is 

with respect to the fixed world and is 

of i with to its of mass. 

The total IJV'CvUUUJ energy of the system is the sum of the 

gntviltatj,onal forces on each and 

the energy stored in the system 

there are no the mcmilDu1atC)f 

included in the model the ~VI.C;HllI.:u 

3 

v 
i=l 

is 

eClllatlOn reduces 

=[ (2) \vith!J the HU'HJ,'H,U acceleration vector. 



Fig. 3. Forward and inverse dynamics 

E Forward and inverse ,""VI/U"'," " ......... ,,'''''' 

Once the of motion are derived, a 

This can be done forward or 

inverse ""'n',..",,, In the first case a column 

of external forces and torques, from which the 

of the coordinates, 

forces, A, calculated. For an inverse 

forces and constraint forces 

F. External torques 

is Tn constraints to follow a certain 

tory, From these constraint the constraint forces and 

torques necessary to follow the can be CmllDll1te,d. 

All constraints will be included as constraints and 

can therefore be written as: 

where 

are rewritten as: 

t) Q, (8) 

column with all constraint 

components appear as terms 

O-P'rlpr.,I"cAn coordinates, the constraints 

t) Q, (9) 

matrix which represents the 

a x column 

relmaJmmg non-'velocitv depelt1d(~nt components. 

H. 

In the 

xl) column, ~, of so called 

represent the constraint forces and 

constraints now as 

the forces in the e01l1atiorls 

and torques. Because 

directions and rotate about three axes, an amount of 

forces and torques is necessary to control all these of 

freedom. Furthermore there is the force of the linear motors 

which acts between the beam and the The forces 

two linear motors will be treated as a 

force in the middle of the beam. Furthermore, there the 

torque the rotary motor which acts between the 

arm and beam. friction forces in both the linear and 

rotary actuators are added as external forces. 

In order to the external forces the model 

have to be rewritten as non-conservative forces as 

described in [4], Therefore, for each 

fi defined as as a m::lgrlitllde 

A similar is used for the 

and 

non-conservative forces can 

with and 

forces and external torques. 

G. Constraint eOl'1alWll.~ 

T 

the total number of external 

In an is np'r'tn,rrn'Pt1 

ternal forces and torques, which are related 

coordinates, are substituted a set of constraint eqlllal]OlrIs. 

So the dalnpill1g forces remain as external forCeS, The 

motion now follow from 

LiiJgriil[lgt: as described in [4]: 

81' 
--- + 

The eCll11atiorls of LJ"SHU'E,'"" tt-'lTI'.th,3r 

tions 

tern. In 

now co:mplet,cly 

order to solve 

T 

cmnbined, Therefore, first the f'fllll.,t;nr", 

constraints = Q) are put in the 

+ 

extended 

1) 

a matrix with 

terms and the 

distribution of external forces and torques, 'L. The next step 

is the constraint with respect to 

time: 

where 

+ 

The total rl"~n.~;,,,, 

+ ~,t) = Q, 

now written as: 

Q 

1 

1 



Fig, First eigenmode of the plate using FEA 

As the the forces and torques 

eXlpre:SSlon is derived for the .wUr,~"HF',v on the I-HL"HJU''', 

as: 

this eXlpre:SSlon in 

~= 

tra11ectory of the plaHOlrm 

contain the forces 

an 

is now derived 

results in: 

So an eXIPre:ssion for is now available terms of '1, 1, 
and 

IV. MODEL VALIDATION 

A. Finite element nn,(lI\J.I:1S: 

The !--'Au.""·",, is modelled as a This ass 1um1pticm 

is Because both 

the linear actuators and the support add stiffness to the 

the is, therefore, worst case scenario. 

bas.eplate is modelled as a 300x300x 10 mm aluminium 

The first of the occur at 

4). Because the 1-,..o"''''''1'1r·" 

UH",'U~""H"VL will below 80 Hz, the 

B. 

is built and used for verification pur-

on a 6 DOF sensor (see 5) which can 

measure and torques in three directions, rp,:npf"h'v", I" 

result of the on a very stiff sensor 

its location is considered fixed to the world, The measured 

reaction forces and torques are in millgnlltUIOe to the forces 

and torques necessary to stabilise the in it is 

Tool center 
-6 DO F sensor 

5. Mounting of 6 DOF 

response 

HHIJUl"'-' response measurements were in order to 

characterise the in Thereto 

hammer, with built-in force sensor, is used to 

while the reaction forces and torques 

on the are measured with the 6 DOF sensor. The 

measurements were with the beam in both 

positiOiiS as wen as in the centre. From the 

conclude most rhrn<llTIU'" 

D. 

The beam 

beam allows the total force 

actuators to be modelled as a 

we can 

A 

the beam. One way to validate this is to measure 

the transfer functions from one linear actuator to itself and 

its cross terms from the other linear 

the results. The control scheme of the 

is shown in 12. So each has its own 

controller, C, which is 10 Hz low bandwidth PD-controller. 

The controller is in such a way that no crosstalk 

effects are taken into account. The transfer function of each 

linear actuator as well as the transfer function of the cross 

terms is measured noise after the controller. 

is at WI and and 

Now the transfer function 

f -~- for =.1 

11 for i 7' 

definitions the 

for i = j 

for i I-

Measurement data is collected the 

follow a while mj(;!ctlmg 

noise. The transfer functions (see 

an avera£m£ prc)ceidur'c. 
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Fig. 8. Impulse force in z-oue(:uoln 

the results are shown for one P l1 , as the other has 

similar results. It becomes clear that the cross term, P21 , is 

almost to the transfer function. From this 

can conclude that a very stiff connection must be present 

between the two Therefore, the of cOllsHleflmg 

the beam is valid. Note that this also that a MIMO 

controller, which takes care of the cross temls, 

much better control results. 

E Friction 

achieve 

The motor currents as well as the of both linear 

actuators are measured. From this data the friction force is 

estimated, the fact that constant the 

acceleration zero. Therefore, the motor '-'1.'."'""'.0 constant 

20 
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Frequency [Hz I 

Fig. 11. Impulse response of torque about z-axis 

Fig. Control scheme 
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Fig. Constant 

18. Movement profile of the arm 

friction is present. In 15 F. Inverse ,h"VIfHrllf> nn,(J/lJ'SU; 

the constant is and in 16 the 

reconstructed friction from the motor is shown. The Cn(~CKed, the model itself 

eXIJer:lm(;nt was for several but no slgmlllcalrlt validated. 17 and is fo1-

depell1dt~nc:e was found, therefore the friction can be lowed the UW""IJUJ.<<L,n 

estimated as Coulomb friction of N, which is an constraint 

about ten percent of the total available actuator force. model and the constraint forces 
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Fig. 19. 

[s] 

Fig. 20. Torque 

RESULTS 

In 19-21 the results of the simulation well as the 

measured and torques shown. The controller 

for linear motor consists a up to 60 Hz and has 

filter at 70 Hz in order to suppress un mod-

The measured forces and are filtered 

mentioned calibration pn)Dl,em 

well, however some 

calibration nrl")h I PIT"" 

torque about 

measured force, but 

fm1her of the model parameters 

sensor better calibrated. 

o 0,2 O,U 0.8 

t [s] 

Torque on platform about 

VI. AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

forces and torques on the was 

on a 6 DOF sensor verification purposes. 

well, however 

model was verified with measurements. The 

very 

make the model 

unreliable for rreqw~nC:les above 80 Hz. Better results could 

rec:alltmltHlg the 6 DOF sensor, which would be achieved 

allow more reliable measurements, which in tum would allow 

better of the model parameters. further 

mv'eSl:Ig,mcm of the crosstalk between the linear actuators, and 

The author 

of a MIMO controller could to 
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ApPENDIX 

A rotation matrix is a function of the rotation parameters of a and allows the transformation from one coordinate system 

to another. total of three basic rotations exists, one about each If a rotated the 

rotated first about the local followed rotation about the local e and 

Therefore the total rotation sequence can be described an initial coordinate system, two intermediate and a final 

coordinate orientation. The rotation about is written as: 

(19) 

About the 

l 
0 

] 0 1 0 

0 

(20) 

And 

r- 1 

l 0 

J 0 1 

So rotation matrix, which the .,'L""K¥'"",nr sequence can be constructed as: 

lo 
0 

0 

0 1 

l 
So it is a to re~:nechvellv rotation about the local e-> 3' and 1 axis. 



ApPENDIX B 

MlJLTI··BODY MODEL 

A. Positions and orientations 

The column of fiPt''''''''' I "opr! coordinates for the cornplete nn;llU·-DOI(lV derivation is chosen as: 

YLM 

which CTP>r ... rn""h·"" centre 

of the I-HUUVUH 

centre). Also the rotation parameters, now instead 

of the centre of mass. The realised rotation is the same, but the notation, however, is more consequent. The choice for 

is known, in to, the centre of mass, which is estimated. 

now rewritten as: 

X p , Yp and zp is 

The centre of 

and 

where 

B. 

= f~ + 

+ 

xp 

=~+ 

= [ 

are 

+ 

+ 

ge{)metrlc centre of the ftl",t"tn,n.-i a!ld 

plaJfolfill with respect to its gelJmetrlc and 3 

(25) 
+ YLM 0 

YP Z + [ ;r; 21cl p 

0 

+[ + Z21 ] Y32 Z32 ] 

fixed vectors from to The malm~es are also rewritten in of '1: 

+ 

respect to , is determined the additive property. The of coordinate system 

can be written as the sum of the velocities caused rotations. So for 1 this results in: 

Fig. Body fixed vectors 



denote intennediate coordinate systems. 

same, so: 

And 3 rotates about with an 

and J)Olfentwl energy 

are therefore not written down here. In 

for T and V. 

D. Constraints 

Each of freedom has constraint related to 

or the in (9) the constraints are written 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

t) = 
0 0 1 0 

+ 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 () 0 0 

so: 

r 

0 

2 can not rotate with respect to , therefore, the 

(31) 

of freedom, however, 

descntJed, mcludlIlg the con~esplonc[mg eX[JlreSSlOlrlS 

are zero. The 

constraint on the beam written 

results in the constraint 

0 

0 

0 

0 
Q. 

All in the of now known and the constraint can be 



ApPENDIX C 

2D-MODEL 

Because the full 3D-model results in too elaborate 2D-model is introduced here to the reader an idea 

of the The 2D-model consists of and a beam. The rotary arm The 

move in two directions and rotate about the third axis. The beam can still not rotate with respect to but 

can direction. Therefore in this a column of coordinates 

The orientation of with respect to is now determined 

o 

1 
The centres of mass and fTf",--.rnptr'" centre of the bodies are chosen to coincide in to "i ... ,,..,lih, 

Therefore the of can be written as: 

0 11_ 
vp 

and of 

0 [ 0 YLM 

0 YP 

= [ 0 

+YLM 

+ [0 YLM 221 ] 
(38) 

The explreSSlOl'IS for the now, because one involved, therefore: 

ep 0 o ] 

Now the kinetic expreSSion, 'I', 

221 cos 

221 sin + + 

And the pOltential energy, 

v =--g + + + 

23. 2D-model 



In this 2D-model also the number of constraint I.A-l"uu'vuc> is four. 

[ (42) 

or the format in (9) the constraints are written as: 

-+ t) 

After ditJren:mtiatirlg reVlmtm2: the result t ... ",,,,,th,3r with the constraints in the 

format of (14), the "tnll'nU1HHY synnm,etrjc, 

1 
J 

~) is found: 

-+ 
(45) 

Note that are no external forces defined. 



ApPENDIX D 

. EQUATIONCOMPUTATlON3D.M 

close all 

clc 

syms x_p y_p z_p theta_p psi_p phi_p y_LM phj._RM 

syms x_pdot y._pdot z_.pdot theta .. pdot psi .. pdot phi pdot. 0 • 

y_.LMdot phi_RMdot 

10 x_pddot y_.pddot z_.pddot theta._pddot psi_pddot. 0 • 

11 phi_.pddot y _.LMddot 

12 

13 

11 loadparams 

15 

16 

17 global tfuns 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 (theta_p) 

28 ° -sin cos (theta_p) J 

29 A01beta._Olalpha = [cos (psi_p) ° -sin (psi_p) 

30 0 0 

3J ° cos (psi_.p) ; 

~ [cos ° 
33 -sin (phi_p) cos (phi_p) 0 

34 ° ° 1]; 
35 AOlbeta_O = AOlbeta_Olalpha*AOlalpha_O; 

36 Al_Olbeta*AOlbeta_Olalpha*AOlalpha_O 

37 A2 0 AI_O; 

38 A3 0 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

17 

48 

49 

50 

subs 

;'1 omega .. lO._O = simple [theta_pdot ° OJ + [0 OJ *AOlalpha_O + ... 
52 [0 ° phi_.pdotJ *AOlbeta_O) .' ; 

53 omega_10_O 

54 omega_30_0 = simple [theta_pdot ° OJ [0 psi._pdot 0] *AOlalpha_O 

55 [0 0 phi_.pdot +phi_RMdot] 

57 

58 simple (Al_O.' *J_CM1_l*Al_0*omega_lO_0); 

59 H_CM2 0 

60 H_CM3_0 

(A2_0.' *,J_CM2_2*A2_0*omega_2 ); 

simple (A3_0.' *A3_0*omega_.30 ... 0) 

6J 

62 *r_CM_ldot.' *r __ CM_ldot+. 5*omega_lO_O.' *H_CM1_0; 

63 o 5*m_2 . *r_CM_2dot+. 5*omega_20_0.' *H_CM2_0; 

6,1 T T+ 0 5*m 3*r .CM._.,3dot. ' * r_.CM ... 3dot + . 5 k omega._.30. __ 0 _ ' *H_CM3_.0; 



G" T 

68 V 

69 V 

70 V 

11 

n V 

13 

75 

76 

78 

79 

80 

8J 

82 

83 

84 

8." 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

9J 

92 

93 

94 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

108 

109 

110 

III 

112 

113 

111 

110 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 

12J 

122 

123 

121 

125 

h 

h 

h 

h 

h 

h 

h 

h 

h 

W = 
for 

126 end 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

simple(T); 

0; 

V--m_)* [0 0 g] *I_CM_l; 

V--m __ 2* [0 0 g] *r_CM_2; 

V-m_.3* [0 0 g]*r __ CM. __ 3i 

simple (V) ; 

[ J ; 

[h, x_pdotJ 

[h, y __ pdot J; 

[h, z._pdotJ 

[h, theta __ pdot 1 ; 
[h, psi_pdotJ; 

[h, phi_pdotJ 

[h, y_LMdot-u_ldot]; 

[h, phi_RMdot-u_2dot] 

sym(O)*ones (qdot) , 

= 1 length (h) 

W( , i) = rowdiff(h( qdot 

. ' -w 0 ' *qdot) 

qdot))) ; 

(h)) ; 



132 1.[ 

113 lefthand simpJe (ddtT._qdot 

13~ 

13~ 

sym(O)*ones(length(lefthand)); 

i :length(lefthand) 

138 

139 for l:length 

110 

141 (['M(' num2str i) ',' num2str j) 

') findddot lefthand(f num?str(j) 

143 , ), qddot (' num2 ( j ) ')) ']) 

114 

145 end 

116 

147 end 

148 M simple (M) 

1-19 

100 

151 

152 eqnsrest simple(eqns - M*qddot); 

153 

154 

155 

156 length ) ; 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

Ul 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

IT! 

l78 



MATLAB: 

close all 

y _p z_p Y __ LM 

syms YVdot. z~~pdot. y~LMdot t.het.a_pdot 

syms y_pddot z_pddot y_LMddot theta_pddot 

Jil syms ,J 1 J_2 m_2 

11 syms 9 

12 

13 

14 global t funs 

J5 tfuns = [y~~_p 

16 

17 

18 

19 qdot = (q) ; 

20 qddot = tdiff (qdot) 

21 

23 

I.e 

J; 

24 cos (theta_pI 

25 

26 

28 

29 

30 

3J 

-~sin (theta_p) cos 

Al __ O; 

32 r~~ __ CM_2dot 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

40 ° ° 41 0 0] ; 

J .-CM2 2 = [J_ 2 0 0 42 

43 0 ° ° 44 0 0] ; 

46 

ApPENDIX E 

o ' ; 

47 R._CMI __ O simple (AI_O.' *J_CMl._l*Al_O*omega __ lO_O); 

48 H_CM2 ° simple .'*J_CM2_2*A2_0*omega_20_0) 

49 

50 Idot.' .5*omega_IO_O.'*H_CMI_O 

• f *r_CM_2dot+. 5*omega_20_.0. *H_CM2_0; 

;'3 

54 

55 V 0; 

56 

59 

60 

61 ddtT_qdot simple (tdiff ( (T, qdot) ); 

u simple (rowdiff (T, q)); 

63 = simple (rowdiff q) ) ; 

64 



65 

66 Qnc zeros(4,1); 

68 

69 u lciot, 

;0 

11 h [J ; 
n_ h 

"13 h 

-,~ h 

70 h 

76 

Tl 

78 

-'9 for 

80 

81 

82 

83 end 

8~ 

80 

86 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

[h, y __ pdot 1 ; 
[h, z_pdot]; 

[h, y_LMdot--u_ldot 1 ; 
[h f rheta ___ pdot J 

W(: , 

O)*ones(length(qdot), length(h)); 

l:length(h) 

(h ( ), qdot 

0' *qdot); 

93 sym (0) (length lefthand)) 

94 for ] length (lefthand) 

95 

96 length (lefthand) 

9-' 

98 eval(['M(' ',' num2str(j 

99 findddot(lefthand(' num2str ) 

100 

10] end 

102 

103 end 

104 M simple (M) ; 

105 

106 :,1 

107 eqns lefthand Qnc; 

108 (eqns - M*qddot); 

109 

110 (j 

111 tau s ym ( 0) ; 

') 

), qddot(' num2str(j) 

112 sym (0 )kones (lengt.h (eqnsrest), length (tau) ) 

113 

115 ) ; 

')); J 



10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

n 

23 

24 

25 

26 

2'7 

28 

29 

30 

3J 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

3"1 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

end 

end 

global tfuns tfunsdot tfunsddot 

ttest [tfuns tfunsdot tfunsddotJ; 

R = syrn (0) ; 

= length(ttest); 

P diff(S, ttest 

R R P*ttest(i+tl/3); 

end 

() 

expandtfuns () 

global tfuns tfunsdot tfunsddot 

1 

ApPENDIX 

MATLAB: TDIFF,M 

= [tfunsdot sym [findsym(tfuns(j)) 'dot'])] 

tfunsddot = rtfunsddot ([findsyrn(tfuns(j)) 'ddot'] ]; 

end 



ApPENDIX G 

ROWDIFF.M 

10 

9~ 

12 

13 

11 q) 

15 

16 

l'I R []; 

18 

20 

21 

22 

23 (' input 8 should be 'U,.LlllCllCJJ.,UllOd,' ) 

21 

25 elseif (2) > 1 

26 

n 8 8 '. . , 
28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

31 R [R (8, q ))] 

3;, 

36 end 
3'] 

38 



10 

11 

12 

13 

10 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

21 

25 

ApPENDIX H 

MATLAB: FINDDDOT.M 

26 function a findddot (s, m) 

27 

28 

29 

30 

32 

33 simplify(s - k*m); 

34 k ___ m = findstr (char (k) , (m) ) ; 

35 k_ddot findstr (k), 'ddot') 

36 (char(h), char(m))i 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 clear term could be found'); 

42 

43 elseif length (k_.ddot) 0 

44 

45 error (' term found ddot '); 

46 

47 o 
48 

49 could be found'); 

50 

51 

52 else 

53 

04 a simplify 

55 

56 end 

57 

58 end 


